


Folding curtain cupboard 
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Front 
Acoustics PET-felt 

The cupboard is available in several standard sizes. The 
standard colours for the body are light grey, black and white.  
Other colours are available on request. The curtain is 
available in a choice of colours and materials.  
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139 

Depth 40



Folding curtain cupboard 
Standard

440

2

208 

Standard sizes: 
Widths 139, 208, 276, 344 and 413 
Heights 183 and 218 
Depths 40 and 64 
Custom size on request 
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- Clothes rail fixed to top 
- Pull-out shelves available only in standard width 
 

The folding curtain cupboard can be modified to fit 
any size or requirement. The interior can be divided up 
and arranged entirely as you wish. 

Max 300 

width ∞ 

Maximum width  230 
per Front



Folding curtain cupboard 
Made to measure

400 
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- Clothes lift 
- Clothes rail fixed to shelf 
- Drawer height 16, only in standard width 
 

- Clothes rail fixed to shelf 
- Tie rack 
- Wire basket 

Standard width 66.6 
Standard depth 64/40
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- Drawer height 16, only in standard width 
- Pull-out shelf, only in standard width 
- Clothes rail fixed to shelf 
 

A shelving system with infinitely adjustable depth, width and height. 

Different heights and depths can be combined. 

Shelves: Light grey. Supports: Anodised aluminium. The shelf system is also 

available without front. 

Max 300 

width ∞ 



Folding Curtain 
System Shelving Unit 

Made to measure

344
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Standard Centre-to-centre 
width 68.8 
Standard shelf with 67,2 
depth 40 and 60 

or made to 
measure



Dacron grey Dacron redDacron brown Dacron white Dacron yellowDacron black

Textile Porto 202Felt dark grey Textile Porto 259 Textile Porto 204Felt light grey 
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The folding curtain front can be used to conceal built-in niches or fixtures.  

The canvas (Dacron) is existing in various colours and designs. 

Dacron can also be printed with any motif or logo.  

Also available are textiles and acoustic felt made of recycled PET. 

Max 300 

width ∞ 

Non-binding printing inks



Dacron green Dac. navy blue Dac. dark blue D. medium blue Dac. light blue

Folding curtain front 
Made to measure

444

Dac. bright green

Poly. transparent Poly. anthraciteSquare Polyester whiteDacron LL
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Package ca. 30-40



Baumanagent AG, Dallenwil
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Ridge profile 
Stuck or screwed to existing 
floors  

Floor connection 
For installations and extensions

Ceiling connection 
Fronts can be extended up to two metres  
without a connection to the ceiling  

residential development Falkenburgpark, Aarburg

Euroassekuranz AG, München Boselli Venezia            



Folding curtain front 
Applications and details

C profile 
To be fitted flush with existing 
flooring or in new buildings 

Knob 
For opening and closing front from the 
inside (e.g. in a walk-incupboard) 

Handle 
In the case of multiple fronts, 
the handles are offset. 

Lerch, private house Zürich

Chirch Sihlcity, Zürich

Efrem Lopez, Barcelona              

Efrem Lopez, Barcelona





440.000   Folding curtain cupboard 

                 Standard 

                 The dimensions of the standard cupboard are fixed, but 

                the interior can be divided up and arranged as required. 

                The body is available in light grey, black or white. 

                Other colours available on request. 

 

400.000   Folding curtain cupboard 

                 Made to measure 

                 The cupboard dimensions are tailored to fit your exact 

                specifications. The interior can be divided up and  

                arranged as required. The body is available in light grey,   

                black or white. 

                Other colours available on request. 

 

344.000   Folding curtain system shelving unit 

                 Made to measure 

                 The unit can be designed to fit into any niche and  

                consists of aluminium uprights with diagonal galvanized   

                steel braces on easy-move slides. It comes in two  

                standard depths and one width. Apart from this we can    

                supply shelves in any width up to 70. Shelves are  

                available in light grey, untreated MDF or black MDF with   

                colourless varnish. The basic module consists of four 

                uprights and diagonal braces but can be extended simply 

                by adding an extra module with two uprights and 

                diagonal braces. 

 

444.000   Folding curtain front 

                 Made to measure 

                Complete front made to measure for installation in niches 

                or to cover existing cupboards or other fixtures. 

                The front is secured with three screws on the left and        

                three on the right. 

 

 

 

 

 

All dimensions in cm. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.
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Thut Möbel, CH-8107 Buchs ZH  

Telefon +41 44 440 60 60, www.thut.ch
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